Australia New Zealand UK Mails to 1880
Rates Routes and Ships Out and Home. Second Edition
By Colin Tabeart, Australian Philatelic Research Medal
The first edition of this highly-regarded work sold out in six months. This was a strictly
limited printing, now with less than 12 copies left – order today!
Since the first edition was published in 2004 events of major significance to the
researcher have occurred. First the London Times became available on line, then some of the
Australian newspaper archives and more or less simultaneously the New Zealand
newspapers. The two latter sites, run initially by the respective Governments, are excellent.
Using these resources the author has completely overhauled the original edition, making
improvements in most areas, notably in the Pacific Routes chapter where a number of gaps
have been completed, and similarly in the Torres Straits chapter. It should now be possible to
ascertain the route and ship(s) by which a letter travelled for over 95% of all letters carried by
packet ships up to 1880. The Rates section has been carefully overhauled and is believed to
be substantially complete for letter rates by all the routes. It is not possible to be specific as to
what has been altered or added to, but at a rough guess new information now comprises some
20% of the total. The book now contains:
62 pages on postage rates
6 pages concerning ship letters
22 pages of general discussion on packet letters
12 pages covering the Toulmin Packets
36 pages on the first steamer contracts – ARM, P&O, and General Screw
26 pages on the contract clipper ships
34 pages on the European & Australian
86 pages on the P&O service from 1859-1880
74 pages on the Pacific routes to Panama then San Francisco
38 pages on the Torres Straits services by the Eastern & Australian Line
22 pages on the Orient Line
And a Bibliography, plus General and Ship Indexes.
The book is well illustrated in black & white, is hardbound, and A4 size, packed with
data and interesting information in extensive Notes to the sailings tables. A companion
Volume 2 has also been published, taking the story on from 1881 to 1900 – see below.
440 + viii pages. A bargain at £50, including p&p within the UK ONLY. Overseas buyers
please e-mail for surface and airmail rates to colintabeart@btinternet.com
Payment in advance ONLY
PAYPAL or cheques drawn in sterling on a UK Bank only. In extremis banknotes at sender’s
risk.

Australia New Zealand UK Mails
Volume 2 – 1881-1900
Rates Routes and Ships Out and Home
By Colin Tabeart, Australian Philatelic Research Medal
Covers every contract packet mail sailing between the UK and Australia/New Zealand
1881-1900, mostly hitherto not recorded.
Since the first edition of Vol 1 was published in 2004 events of major significance to
the researcher have occurred. First the London Times became available on line, then some of
the Australian newspaper archives and more or less simultaneously the New Zealand
newspapers. The two latter sites, run initially by the respective Governments, are excellent.
The author has spent much of the last 6 years continuing the story of the ANZUK mails on
from volume 1 to encompass 1881-1900. In this exciting and much neglected period the
number of mails per month to and from the colonies more than doubled, and the postage rates
are by no means as simple as some collectors might assume. Some are extremely rare – 1 or 2
voyages only. Some of these lines have never been researched in this detailed manner before,
notably the Norddeutscher Lloyd, the New Zealand Shipping Company, the Torres Straits
Queensland Royal Mail service, and the All Red Route via Vancouver. Others have been
researched, but poorly and lacking detail, other than the Orient Line by Molnar, although the
Author respectfully submits this work is an improvement even on Molnar. It is certainly a
great improvement on Kirk and Salles with respect to the P&O and the Messageries
Maritimes. The book contains:
A 10 page introduction
20 pages on postage rates, probably the best compendium of ANZUK rates yet
published
56 pages on the P&O service from 1881-1900 – a great improvement on Kirk
60 pages on the Orient Line
54 pages on the San Francisco route – never before published
72 pages on the Torres Straits services operated by British India (Queensland Royal
Mail) - never before published
34 pages on the Messageries Maritimes – a great improvement on Salles.
28 pages on the Norddeutscher Lloyd – never previously published
30 pages on the New Zealand Shipping Co route by the Two Capes route - never
before published
20 pages on the All Red Route via Vancouver - never before published
A chapter on the Australasian Cruiser Squadron - never before published
And a Bibliography, General and Ship Indexes.
The book is well illustrated in black & white, hardbound, A4 size, packed with data
and interesting information in extensive Notes to the sailings tables. A companion Volume 1
(Second Edition) has also been published, covering the period to 1880.
410 + vi pages. A bargain at £50, including p&p within the UK ONLY. Overseas buyers
please e-mail for surface and airmail rates to colintabeart@btinternet.com
Payment in advance ONLY
PAYPAL or cheques drawn in sterling on a UK Bank only. In extremis banknotes at sender’s
risk.

